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AGENDA

- Two claim methods
- Who cam claim
- How to claim
- Determining your work space use
- Expenses you can claim
- Calculating your expenses
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TWO CLAIM METHODS

• 1) Temporary Flat Rate Method

• 2) Detailed Method
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WHO CAN CLAIM

• In both cases the following conditions must be met:

- worked from home in 2020 due to the pandemic or were required to 
work at home by their employer

- worked from home more than 50% of the time for at least 4 
consecutive weeks in that year. 
Applies to both full time and part time employees. Eg: if you work 2 

days at home and 3 days office not allowed to the deduction. 
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TEMPORARY FLAT RATE METHOD

• Eligible employees( those that met the two criteria on prior slide)
can claim a deduction of $2 a day if they worked at home in 2020 due to COVID-19 
up to a maximum of $400 for the year(200 days). Does not have to be 200 
consecutive days but must have at least 4 consecutive weeks more than 50% of 
work week.

This amount substitutes for actual home office expenses paid by the employee
- rent
- electricity
- home internet access fees
- office supplies
- unreimbursed cell phone costs
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TEMPORARY FLAT RATE METHOD

The deduction is limited but in many cases advantageous
- no T2200s from your employer but keep track of days you worked in 

case government asks for them; dates, hrs.
- no need to determine and summarize eligible costs or keep receipts

Must use form T777s « Statement of Employment Expenses for working
at home due to COVID-19 »
Tick on form using Flat Rate Method. 
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DETAILED METHOD

• Can claim employment portion of actual home office expenses paid.
(very limited expenses you can actually claim) see list

2020 rules have been simplified but the cal’n are essentially the same
as in prior years.
- Must have a  T2200s form from your employer 
- Must complete form T777s for actual expenses claimed
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DETERMINING YOUR WORK SPACE USE
• Employee must first determine the portion of their home used for work based on both size and use.

• If using a common area need to do a calculation eg: kitchen table, need to account for employment vs 
personal use. 

so if work 30hrs a week there are a total of 168hrs in a week
30/168 = 17.86% for work
Total home space is 1000 sq ft and kithcen is 100 sq ft

Then 17.86% of 10% of rent and utilities are deductible ie. 1.786%

If specific space one room only with a desk and computer then you can use 10% in example above

If more than 1 person working from home both cannot use the total, need to split amount.
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DETERMINING YOUR WORK SPACE USE

• CRA has examples on their website

• Google « Determining your work space use »
select www.canada.ca
look at your particular situation
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EXPENSES YOU CAN CLAIM

Eligible expenses

- Home office expenses
- Office supplies

- MUST separate employment use and personal use
must keep all receipts and calculations

- electricity, heat, water
- home internet access fees
- Maintenance and minor repairs
- Rent
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EXPENSES YOU CANNOT CLAIM

• Non eligible expenses
- mortgage interest and principal repayment
- home internet connection fees
- Furniture (office chairs and furniture)
- capital expenses, windows, floors etc.
- computers, monitors, printers

List of eligible and noneligible expenses given to your Association
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EXPENSES YOU CAN and CANNOT CLAIM

• I DO NOT MAKE THE RULES, SO PLEASE DO NOT SHOOT THE MESSENGER.

• Which method to use is on a case by case basis
if own a house expenses are much less than a rentor
if more than one working from home you need to share expenses on 

detailed method, while on flat can both use flat rate
if using common space detailed method not advantageous
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EXPENSES YOU CAN and CANNOT CLAIM

• Which method is simpler and costs less!

Fixed Rate Method is simple and will cost you less if you use a tax
préparer to complete your tax returns
Possibility of audit by CRA is reduced
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